
"We believe that the key to a worry-free move lies in the packing.
That’s why we have developed this comprehensive packing guide,
covering everything from planning and sorting to packing fragile
items."

Our guide dives deep into planning and is packed with tips and
step-by-step instructions to help you prepare for your move,
ensuring that your possessions reach their destination in perfect
condition.

https://london-man-van.com/
https://www.london-man-van.com/packing-guide/


Inventory Creation: Compile a list of all items for the move.

Item Categorization: Sort items by room or type.

Keep or Discard: Decide on the essentials and items to donate or sell.

       Tip: Use a digital inventory tool for easier editing and updating.

       Tip: Color-code boxes by room for more effortless unpacking.

       Tip: If an item hasn't been used in a year, it might be time to part    

       ways.

MASTERING PRE-MOVE PLANNING
& SORTING

https://www.london-man-van.com/create-inventory-list/
https://london-man-van.com/


ASSEMBLING ESSENTIAL PACKING
SUPPLIES

Box Collection: Acquire moving boxes in varied sizes for diverse packing

needs.

Tape Procurement: Purchase heavy-duty packing tape for securing boxes.

Cushioning Materials: Buy bubble wrap, packing peanuts, or foam sheets.

       Tip: Check with local retailers for free boxes to save money.

        Tip: Invest in a tape dispenser to speed up the taping process.

       Tip: Old newspapers and towels can act as supplementary padding.

https://london-man-van.com/
https://www.london-man-van.com/Moving-Boxes-London/


SECURING FRAGILE ITEMS
SKILFULLY

Individual Wrapping: Encase each fragile item in bubble wrap or foam.

Bottom Layering: Place a cushioning layer at the bottom of boxes holding fragile

items.

Fragile Labelling: Mark boxes with fragile items clearly.

       Tip: Double-wrap exceptionally delicate items for extra safety.

       Tip: Use heavy items to stabilise boxes but not in the same box as  

       fragile items.

      Tip: Use bright, noticeable tape for easy identification during the   

       move.



CLOTHING PACKING
TECHNIQUES

Wardrobe Boxes: Utilise wardrobe boxes for hanging garments.

Seasonal Sorting: Pack clothes you won’t need immediately first.

Rolling Technique: Roll casual wear like t-shirts and jeans to save space.

        Tip: Hang outfits together to simplify unpacking.

       Tip: Use vacuum-sealed bags for bulky, off-season garments to 

        save space.

       Tip: Rolling prevents wrinkles and maximises box space.

https://london-man-van.com/


SAFELY PACKING
ELECTRONICS

Original Packaging: Aim to use original boxes for electronic devices.

Photo Documentation: Take pictures of complex setups for easy reassembly.

Data Backup: Always back up essential data before the move.

       Tip: Label each cable before disconnection for effortless setup later.

       Tip: Use zip ties to keep cables organised and tangle-free.

       Tip: Utilize cloud storage services as an additional safety net.

https://london-man-van.com/


EFFICIENTLY PACKING
BOOKS & DOCUMENTS

Box Size Matters: Use smaller, sturdy boxes for books to manage weight.

Document Separation: Keep vital papers in a distinct and accessible box.

Weight Distribution: Don’t overpack boxes, making them too heavy to lift.

       Tip: Books can be placed flat, vertically, or horizontally to optimize 

       space.

      Tip: Use a waterproof pouch for ultra-important documents like birt            

      certificates.

       Tip: Balance the box by mixing heavier books with lighter items.

https://london-man-van.com/


We hope this guide aids you in making a smooth and hassle-free
move. Remember, organisation and early preparation can make a
significant difference. Make your best move!

ASSEMBLING A DAY-OF-MOVE KIT
Essential Box: Pack items like toiletries, snacks, and key tools.

Crucial Documents: Store passports, legal documents, and other essentials.

Final Inspection: Conduct a last sweep to ensure nothing is left behind.

       Tip: Always include a basic first-aid kit.

       Tip: Keep this box in your personal vehicle for quick access.

       Tip: Delegate this task to a family member not involved in the loading   

       process for a fresh set of eyes.

https://london-man-van.com/

